
ZEISS F133 LENSES
The Zeiss F133 lenses have this name since about 10 years: their previous name was Zeiss Z1. We
can provide standard or customized Zeiss F133 lenses, as Zeiss can tint any Zeiss CR39 lens with
no other coating. These lenses cannot be provided in any material different from CR39, they are not
polarized lenses. We can provide 3 different types of Zeiss F133 lenses (Standard,  Plano Wrap
Around, Customized). In the next table you can find the main chracteristics.

Standard Plano Wrap Around Customized

Material CR39/
Polycarbonate

CR39 CR39

Power Plano (0.00) Plano (0.00) Any power obtainable with CR39
(even bifocal or progressive lenses)

Diameter (mm) 65 Any Any

Thickness (mm) 2 Any Any

Base Curve Standard  Any Any

Notes Suitable for wrap around 

Price (for 1 pair) 140,00 Euros 296,00 Euros Depending on the power and base
curve (starting from Euros 205,00)

We can provide either uncut lenses, which must be fitted by an optician, or we can cut and fit these
lenses into a frame. As the selection of frame is a sensitive point, we prefer to fit lenses on frames
provided by the customer. Some of our customers prefer to use frames blocking light coming from
the sides:  there are  two possibilities:  wrap around frames and frames with side protection (we
enclose two pictures as examples)

Photo 1. Wrap around frame: euros 99 Photo 2: Frame with side protection: Euros 109

In  frames  like  Photo1,  “Wrap Around lenses”  are  needed on most  of  them,  while  we can  put
Standard lenses on frames like Photo2. Another possibility is to put the lenses into a clip on  like the
one in Photo 3: this clip on can be put over the standard prescription lenses. For any further data
plese send email to  info  @otticabernabei.com (Prices as 6th May 2021:  the prices of frames and
clip on do not include the lenses)

Photo 3: Clip on Euros 120 
May 2021 Update At the moment not available
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